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Physical vs Chemical Change 
After studying about physical and chemical 

changes, you can use this activity to assess your 
students understanding or have students glue into 

their science notebooks as a reference guide. 
 

Simply give each student the recording sheet and a 
copy of the pictured examples. Then have them 

cut out each picture and glue it onto their recording 
sheet in a box underneath the correct category. 

An answer key has been provided for your 
convenience.  
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exploding 
fireworks 

slicing bread 

frying an egg melting ice 

burning fire crashing cars 

baking a cake 

using batteries 

crushing a  
soda can 

breaking a 
window 

chopping  wood 
rusting chains 
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Answer Key Physical Change Chemical Change 
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Thank you so much for downloading this product! I hope that this 
resource saves you some precious time and meets the needs of 
your students. If you should have any questions or suggestions 
please do not hesitate to email me at moretime2teach@gmail.com. 
Also, don’t forget to leave feedback in order to earn TPT credit 
towards your next purchase.  

All rights reserved. Purchase or download of this item 
entitles the purchaser/downloader the right to 
reproduce the pages in limited quantities for one 
classroom use only. Duplication for multiple classrooms, 
an entire school, an entire district, or for commercial 
purposes is strictly prohibited without written 
permission from the author. Copying any part of this 
product  and placing it on the internet or intranet in 
any form, including personal and classroom websites is 
a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(DMCA). Thanks in advance for respecting my hard 
work and the hard work of the graphic artists that 
help to make my products beautiful! 
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